YOUNGER IN SECONDS

WHAT’S HER SECRET?
Marcia Gay Harden

This Style Adds Va-Va-Volume
Trading limp locks for a bouncy ’do was all it took for the
Academy Award winner to turn back the clock! “The wavier
style adds movement for fuller-looking locks and the shorter
length pulls the eye up to ‘lift’ facial features,” says hairstylist
Dayna Goldstein, who’s worked with Debra Messing and
Idina Menzel. For a voluminous style like Marcia’s now, first
ask your stylist for a chin-length crop with blended layers
and deep, side-parted bangs. Then work a dime-sized
amount of volumizing mousse (we like L’Oréal Paris Boost
It Volume Inject Mousse $5, ulta.com) into damp roots and
blow-dry upside down for lift. Next, wrap 1-inch sections
of hair around a horizontally held 1-inch curling iron. Once
cool, use your fingers to comb through curls.

At age 54

Yvette Nicole Brown

Thin Eyeliner Opens Eyes

Minimal eye makeup backfired for the Community alum in 2013,
leaving her peepers looking small and tired and adding decades
to her appearance. The simple trick that erased years for Yvette?
Black liner along the top and bottom lashes. “The thin line makes
eyes appear larger while the dark color pops against the whites
for a more wide-awake look,” says makeup artist Christina Flach,
who has worked with Hilary Swank and Melissa McCarthy. Her
to-do: Grab a fine-tip liquid eyeliner (we like Almay Pen Eyeliner,
$6, target.com), for precise application. “Pull the eyebrow upward
before applying liner to the top lid — this helps keep the line thin,”
says Flach. Then draw a line right above the lash
line from inner corner to outer corner. Repeat on
the bottom, right below the lash line.

At age 41

Lori Loughlin
Just two years ago, the Full House alum dealt with the same
aging woe we all do: dull-looking teeth. “As we get older, our
teeth become porous, soaking up color from various foods and
drinks,” says dentist Lana Rozenberg, D.D.S., who treats stars
in her New York City office. “Over time, this leads to
yellow stains that sap the sparkle from our smile.”
Her fix to brighter teeth in a flash: a blue-tinted
toothpaste. “The blue pigmented particles stick to
the tooth’s surface and cancel out any yellow tints
for the illusion of whiter teeth,” says Dr. Rozenberg.
For a megawatt smile like Lori’s now, brush with a
paste (like Luster Now! Instant Fluoride Whitening
Toothpaste, $6, walmart.com) twice a day.
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Blue Pigments Whiten Teeth

At age 51

These ladies seem to be
growing younger every year!
Closer asked top pros why

YOU: BETTER
WITH EVERY
BIRTHDAY!

Each issue of First for Women is packed
with celebrity secrets and pro tips that will
turn back the clock on how you look & feel
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Now at 58
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